
Should I just be grateful for the invitation? !
You’ve only got one skin to exist within. I can only speak for mine. I would say that I 
am a fair shade of Bangladeshi brown. My dad is on the darkest edge of the scale, and 
my mum is somewhere in the middle. In Bangladesh where they’re from, the fairer 
you are, the more beautiful you are deemed to be. !
I don’t live in Bangladesh - I live in England. Somewhere I don’t need to worry about 
the electricity cutting out. Somewhere I can drink water from the taps. Somewhere I 
can leave the house unaccompanied. Somewhere that a complete stranger thinks it’s 
okay that the first question they ask me is what religion I am. Somewhere that my 
friend’s mum thinks it’s okay to call me a yid. Somewhere that people talk really 
slowly to my mum because they think she doesn’t understand English. I don’t quite 
feel like I belong in either of these countries.  !
Like many others before me, studying anything to do with the arts was not an option 
in my household. There were the usual reasons, economic ones, academic ones, but 
the one that disturbed me most was that my parents thought that they wouldn’t be able 
to get me married if I became an actor. Acting, singing, dancing… these are all 
professions for “characterless” women. So I took subjects that they approved of. It 
turned out it didn’t matter anyway because I spent most of my last year at school 
bunking off to hang out with my boyfriend and get high. !
It’s probably clear that I didn’t take a traditional route into the arts. I was busy failing 
an English degree when I first came to Contact Theatre. I auditioned for the Young 
Actor’s Company, with no previous acting experience and they let me in. It was here 
that, for the first time, I actually felt good at something. It was here that I learnt 
creativity was a talent. It was here that I learnt that I just might actually be okay after 
all.  !
But where the arts proved to be invaluable to my life, for people like my mum they 
are still out of reach. To this day, she refuses to come and watch me perform, even if I 
really plead. But I guess she, like many others, feels intimidated, feels vulnerable, and 
feels it’s not for her. She says she’ll wait until I make it on the telly. !
Growing up in Contact, I was whisked away watching Benji Reid being generally 
astounding in ‘The Devil has Quentin’s Heart”; watching Belarus Free Theatre tell 
their story in “Minsk 2011”. I had the privilege of being directed by Kully Thiarai in 
my last Contact Young Actor’s Company show “Do We Ever See Grace?”, (where, 
even though I don’t look like a Grace, I got to play Grace!). It was only when I started 
to venture out of the Contact bubble that I came to realise that the arts outside of 
Contact are not particularly reflective of the society that I live in. Not even that, they 
may well be reflective of the society that I live in, just not my bit of it.  !
I must point out that in my almost decade-long attendance at Contact, I have never 
seen a traditional play here. So going to other theatres and watching ‘proper’ plays is 



a novelty for me. I’ve seen one Brecht play in London. I don’t know who or what 
Stanislavsky is; just a mythical creature that other actors reference. This leads on to 
what I believe is the crux of the issue. It’s cyclical – I was discouraged from 
performing, didn’t get any training, can’t get any jobs/gigs because I’m not as good as 
those who have had training, there isn’t any investment in supporting people from 
ethnic minorities to get the training to be good enough, people from ethnic minorities 
don’t see themselves reflected in the arts, so they think it’s not for them, so the arts 
stay as they are. !
Then there are events that specifically target (an) ethnic minority/ies – such as the 
Manchester Mega Mela; a celebration of South Asian culture. Here you can learn how 
to ‘screw the lightbulbs’, play Kabbadi, and listen to the latest Bhangra chart toppers. 
(As described by an arts / cultural events website). Unfortunately, the British Asian 
subculture isn’t one that speaks to me either. As well-intentioned as the mela, and 
other events like it, are, I find them to be a bit restrictive. “I am South Asian so I 
should like the Mela” – I don’t, and I feel a bit guilty about that. !
So where does that leave me? Well, now, I am managing a project that seeks to 
engage more ethnically diverse artists in live art and contemporary performance. At 
the moment I am working with a group of 10 artists from varying artistic practices. I 
have a budget that pays for workshops with more established diverse artists (the few 
that there are!), and supports the development of new ideas.  !
I am also making a piece of theatre. This, for me, is where difference really makes a 
difference. The performance I am making is about my dad, and his journey to 
England. I performed the first version of it in November last year in a festival called 
Domestic II, and off the back of that, was invited to perform it at a festival in London. 
I was a bit gutted when a close friend and theatre-maker said, “yes, you should 
absolutely be programmed in that [London] festival, they don’t have any ethnically 
diverse work”. It doesn’t sound like a bad comment, but paranoia sets in, and I start 
thinking that the only reason I’ve been programmed is because I am ethnically 
diverse, or because the show contains ethnically diverse subject matter. Should I just 
be grateful for the invitation?


